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SJWS are attacking CAPTAIN MARVEL over her MAKEUP!
LMAOOOO
March 15, 2019 | 45 upvotes | by destructivebean

https://i.redd.it/rlt8d0yjm6m21.jpg
Woke Sjws are attacking the russo brothers and body shaming Brie larson captain marvel over the choice
of putting makeup on captain marvel in the latest avengers endgame trailer...
So Brie larson has officially been body shamed by the people she constantly supports... the problem is
that the character is wearing makeup which is apparently not part of her character?? lmao
Woke Sjws are the worst and they keep showing it...
They throw their own under the bus the moment they make one mistake in there view...
Sjws attack marvel whenever they get a chance and now they are attacking Avengers Endgame since it
isn't feminist enough
Wokeness is a huge problem right now... people are afraid to express their opinion because of the outrage
culture that will destroy their careers if they say something a certain group of people dont like.
Honestly this is just hilarious how Brie is essentially being attacked for doing a feminine thing when she
was all about GIRL POWER during the advertisement for Captain Marvel and the moment she does
something a actual girl would do its suddenly DISGUSTING AND HORRIBLE
Shows how mental all these people really are
Oh and the russo brothers are white... shock... horror...
Here's a video with some extra tweets but you get the point so it aint a essential video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2aaV02lyQw&feature=youtu.be
What do you guys think though?
Let me know and get a discussion going about these crazy people lmao
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Comments

imagine_waggons • 6 points • 15 March, 2019 07:34 AM 

With a name like Carol dyke, what can you expect

Hydrokratom • 1 point • 16 March, 2019 06:54 PM 

� how messed up does your mind have to be to think it’s offensive that a superhero character wears makeup?

Everyone wears makeup, it’s hollywood.
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